Petit Oppy 2019 - Oppytimists

An Oppy should be on everyone’s list of things to do. Certainly it’s been on mine for some time. Last
year it clashed with another event. This year however it was non-negotiable. A full Oppy is quite
aspirational at the moment so a petit Oppy it would need to be.
First a course was needed. I plaguarised John’s course from last year which was flat and mainly on
bikepath’s. It looped out from St Lucia to Deception Bay for an easy 156-ish km followed by a short river
loop of 30km the next day.
I needed to gather a team. I reached out to Jen and Duane and convinced them this would be a good
idea. Happily, they agreed and so we gathered at St Lucy’s and off we went, Oppy novices all. For Jen
this would be a long training ride, so we followed along at her training pace.
The course followed bikepaths to Sandgate including the new motorway bikepath which diverted us
away from the swamp World Heritage Wetlands and Col du Stink, and what a revelation that is. Wide,
straight, smooth, no sandflies. Shade and water all the way along. Ever so pleasant and highly
recommended. From there we largely followed the Horizontal Hundred route out and back.

We did bump into John’s team at Deception Bay Maccas. I was a little bit warm in the middle of the day,
but being by the sea there was a nice breeze. It was certainly nowhere near as uncomfortable as some
previous rides where the temps went over 40, and so we just cruised and took it easy. At this point I
recall a ride where it was so hot (how hot was it??) that my rear tire exploded. It wasn’t even close on
this day, not where we were anyway.

We were back at St Lucia by 1630. That’s it I’m afraid, thoroughly uneventful in a good way. No flats, no
mechanical issues, no bad behavior from motorists, nothing. Maybe one crazed Cadel who tried to
overtake at speed in an awkward spot and nearly wiped himself out. His attempt at proving his stupidity
barely gained a passing mention as we rolled on.
Day 2 saw us set out from St Lucy’s again down to Long Pocket and then back through the river side
suburbs, about 30km. Once again nothing to report other than it was much more pleasant in the early
hours of the day than it had been the day before. At the descent at Long Pocket we did a tire rolling
resistance test to see who could roll the furthest without pedaling and determined the results
inconclusive.
Pelotons of Sunday road warriors smashed by as we cruised along. We took a leisurely 90 minutes to
cover the distance and ended up back at St Lucy’s to join the post ride soiree. Job done, looking forward
to doing it again next year.

